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Recall Minimal Computer Architecture
 PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) addresses instructions to be fetched from memory
 INSTRUCTION REGISTER receives fetched instruction
 CONTROL LOGIC creates all routing signals after decoding the fetched instruction
 ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT (ALU) performs arithmetic and logical manipulation of data and

addresses
 REGISTERS (i.e.,general purpose registers) store intermediate results of calculations
 STATUS REGISTER holds status flags and condition codes, and two control bits for picking

register bank to be in use
 “MEMORY” (i.e. “main memory”) stores data and instructions
 STACK stores addresses (or processor status) for returning from program-calls or interrupts
 INPUT/OUTPUT (“I/O”) often addressed as memory (i.e., memory-mapped I/O)
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Recall Minimal Computer Architecture
 Typical Instruction Format:

8 to 32 bits
OP-code Operand or location of operand

5 to 11 bits in OP-Code
Therefore 2^5=32 to 2^11=2048 different 
machine instructions in “Instruction Set”
• Some simple Microcontrollers (e.g., PIC’s) have only 32 
instructions
• Some large-scale machines (e.g., IBM S/390) have close 
to 2000 instructions

Control Bits
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80251
 Typical Instruction Format:

8 to 24 bits
OP-code Operand or location of operand

8 bits in OP-Code

Therefore 2^8=256 possible machine 
instructions in “Instruction Set”
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80251 Memory Map
 Program Counter (“PC”) is 24 bits

 Therefore 2^24=16M of address space 
 000000 to FFFFFF hex

 Separated into 255 64K segments
 000000 to FFFFFF hex

 Typically use segment 00 for all data manipulation
 General purpose registers
 Direct and indirectly addressable RAM
 Bit addressable RAM 

 Typically use segment FF (i.e., #255) for all code and constants

 64K segments separated into 2K pages
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Addressing Modes vs. “Range” 
classifications
 Modes

1. Immediate
2. Register
3. Direct
4. Indirect
5. Indirect Offset

 Range
1. “Short” (Relative)
2. “Page” (Absolute)
3. “Long” (Absolute)

 Within Segment

Absolute just meaning not 
relative

Page = 2k (i.e., 2^11)

Segment = 64k (i.e., 2^16)
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Addressing Modes vs. Ranges

 Modes
1. Immediate means operand data is encoded by you into instruction

2. Register    means operand data is in registers

3. Direct        means operand data is at location encoded by you into instruction

4. Indirect     means operand data is at location specified in a register

5. Indirect Offset  means operand data is at location specified in a register plus 
an “Offset” (encoded in instruction by you, or located in a register) that can be 
used, for example, to allow you to step through locations in an array
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 “Short” (Relative)
 (PC)  (PC) + Instruction length + “Radd”

 Radd = 1-byte relative address encoded into instruction (-128 to 127) 
in 2’s compliment

 “Page” (Absolute within 2^11 = 2K page)
 (PC)  (PC) + Instruction length 
 (PC bits 11 to 0)  “Sadd”

 Sadd = Assembler uses 1-byte encoded into instruction to create an 
11-bit Sadd (e.g, mapped to a label – assembler error if label on another page)

 (PC bits 15 to 12) are fixed and indicate which page you are on

 “Long” (Absolute within 2^16 = 64k segment)
 (PC)  (PC) + Instruction length 
 (PC bits 15 to 0)  “Ladd”

 Ladd = 2-bytes encoded into instruction 

Address RANGES 
and Branch-target Address Formation
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Short (relative RANGE) 
INSTRUC               When to Jump                                           Other Actions

JC (C) = 1
JNC (C) not= 1
JB (bit address) = 1
JNB (bit address) not= 1
JBC (bit address) = 1 Make (bit address) = 0
CJNE operand 1  not=  operand 2 (C) = 1 if  Op1 < Op2
DJNZ operand 1 not= 0 Decrement first
JZ (A) = 0
JNZ (A) not= 0
SJMP Always (i.e., “unconditionally”)
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Page (Absolute RANGE within page) 

INSTRUC  When to Jump                                     Other Actions

AJMP always
ACALL always PUSH address of next instruction onto stack so you 

can return from this subroutine “Call” ((SP))  (PC) 
+ instruction length

RET always POP address of next instruction off of stack so you 
can return from subroutine with this instruction last in 
it 
(PC)  ((SP))
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Long (to anywhere in space)

INSTRUC  When to Jump                                     Other Actions

LJMP always
LCALL always PUSH address of next instruction onto stack so you 

can return from this subroutine “Call” ((SP))  (PC) 
+ instruction length

RET always POP address of next instruction off of stack so you 
can return from subroutine with this instruction last in 
it 
(PC)  ((SP))
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Special Case 
to access external memory space
INSTRUC  When to Jump                                     Other Actions

JMP always (PC)  (A) + (DPTR)
DPTR is a 16 bit pointer
Ground “EA” pin on chip to force all code fetches to 
be from external memory (via port pins)

RET always POP address of next instruction off of stack so you 
can return from subroutine with this instruction in it 
(PC)  ((SP))
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Compare RANGE’s
 “Relative-Range”

1. Only one byte for branch target formation
2. Limited jump range (-128 to 127) 
3. If relocating code, watch page-boundaries

 “Short-Absolute” (Absolute within 2^11 = 2K page)
1. Only one byte needed to begin branch target formation
2. Better jump range (2K of options) 
3. If relocating code, watch page-boundaries

 “Long-Absolute”
1. Two bytes needed for branch target formation
2. Best jump range (64K of options) 
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